Abstract: Finding the geodesic path defined as the shortest paths between two points on three-dimensional surface P is a well known problem in differential and computational geometry. Surfaces are not differentiable in a discrete way, hence known geometry algorithms can't be used directly -they have to be discretized first. Classic algorithms for geodesic distance calculation such as MitchellMount-Papadimitriou method (MMP) are precise but slow. Therefore modern solutions are developed for fast calculations. One of them is Heat Method which approximates such paths with some accuracy. In this paper we propose the extension of Heat Method to reduce the approximation error. A new formula for calculating value of the parameter t (wave propagation time step) which outperforms the original one in terms of mean and median error is presented. Also, correlation between mesh properties and best wave propagation time step as well as influence of variable node spacing on heat map based method were thoroughly analysed.
Introduction
Finding the shortest paths and distances between two points on the three-dimensional surface P is a well known problem in differential and computational geometry. Such path is called geodesic path. Surfaces are not differentiable in a discrete way, hence the known differential geometry algorithms for calculating geodesic distances can not be used directly -they have to be discretized first. What is more, such surfaces can be considered as threedimensional graphs and the algorithms from graph theory can be used. Classic algorithms for geodesic distance calculation such as Mitchell-Mount-Papadimitriou (MMP) [10] are precise but slow. Therefore modern solutions are developed for fast calculations. One of them is the Heat Method [4] which approximates such paths with some accuracy. In this paper, authors propose the extension of the Heat Method to reduce the approximation error. Also, the tests confirming the usefulness of the proposed solution are presented.
Geodesic distances play an important role in geometric analysis. There are many applications for them: threedimensional meshes processing, registration of inhomogeneous solids, surface parameterization, segmentation or editing shape. All of them require distance calculation between any pair of points of the input mesh. Therefore, geodesic paths are used in many fields, including robotics, geographic information systems, digital circuits designing, three-dimensional meshes transformation, radiotherapy, biomedicine, dentistry and computer graphics. A wide range of applications as well as the constant demand for fast calculations of its algorithms makes this area relevant for further research.
The contributions to geodesic distances calculation research presented in this article are: -Reduction of the mean and median approximation error in Heat Method through the use of the author's method of calculating the wave propagation time step parameter (parameter t) based on mesh properties. -Analysis of correlation between mesh properties and best wave propagation time step as well as influence of variable node spacing on heat map based method. -A new formula for calculating best value of parameter t (wave propagation time step) for minimal mean approximation error. -A new formula for calculating best value of parameter t (wave propagation time step) for minimal median approximation error.
-Tests verifying the usefulness of proposed formulas in different scenarios as well as proposition of verification set for future research.
We start with a discussion of related work in the field of geodesic distance calculation methods in the next section. This is followed by a description of the main idea of the Heat Method and parameter t as well as the classic MMP method overview. We then present the evaluation methodology and its stages construction as well as the test sets description (basic set and verification set). Next, test results and their discussion are presented for both mean and median approximation error reduction formulas. Finally, ideas for further development and final conclusions will be given.
Geodesic distances
We start the analysis from the classic algorithm proposed by three authors: J. Mitchell, D. Mount and C. Papadimitriou [10] (MMP method). Popular methods based on their solution and compared to it were selected next. This way, a 13 method set was created, analysed and divided into four main categories: methods based on global wave propagation, methods based on PDE (Partial Differential Equations), graph-based methods and iterative methods (Figure 1 ).
Figure 1:
Geodesic distances algorithms classification. They were divided into four main categories based on used technique: methods based on global wave propagation, methods based on PDE (Partial Differential Equations), graph-based methods and iterative methods. Algorithms used in this paper are marked with red frame.
Each algorithm, as well as its family, can calculate the geodesic distance using a different approach. Due to this, solutions differ in speed, accuracy, memory requirement and time complexity. Some of the presented methods return approximate results, so it is not recommended to use them in applications demanding high accuracy. However, due to their speed they are often used in real-time systems, where accuracy is not a main priority.
The classical algorithm from global wave propagation based methods proposed by Mitchell et al. [10] [15] presented windows organizing method for MMP [10] and CH [2, 3] algorithms and results showed that it can improve speed by a factor of 3-10 (FWP method). From the Partial Differential Equations (PDE) based methods group it is worth mentioning the Heat Method that was presented by Crane et al. [4] which used an innovative way of geodesic distances calculations using heat maps. This algorithm works on regular grids, point clouds and triangle meshes, making it a breakthrough in practice. Developed by Kimmel and Sethian [9] the Fast Marching Method (FMM) for triangulated domains can also calculate such a path but by solving Eikonal equations in O(nlogn) steps. Solomon et al. [11] also proposed a novel method for computing shortest paths on a surface by using optimal transportation theory (EMD method). Spectral distance to geodesic distance transition was also covered.
Recently, Ying et al. [16] demonstrated a completely new graph based method which solves the geodesic problem from a local perspective by creating an undirected graph on which one can find the shortest path using existing efficient algorithms (SVG method). Aleksandrov et al. [1] proposed constructing a graph by placing m Steiner's points along each edge of the mesh therefore the shortest path can be found by using existing graph methods in O(mnlog(mn) + nm 2 ). In contrast to well-studied singlesource methods Xin et al. [14] presented anefficient algorithm to approximate all-pairs geodesic distances in O(1) time with an additional processing step which takes O(mn 2 logn) (Xin Ying He method).
Kanai and Suzuki [7] developed an iterative method which is fast, easy to implement and gives high approximation accuracy (Kanai Suzuki method). It was compared to extended CH method and it calculated distance roughly 100 times faster.
Heat Method and MMP
Our research was based on two existing methods for calculating distance on three-dimensional meshes: -Heat Method [4] , modern fast algorithm for geodesic distance approximation -this method was modified by the authors of this paper. -MMP [10] , classic and precise algorithm -used in evaluation as reference data for calculated distances.
Both methods are important for further analysis hence they will be described in this section in more detail.
Heat Method
The algorithm calculates distance on the surface from the source point to all other possible points. This method is simple to implement and can be used in a wide range of applications. It does not depend on mesh representation and can calculate distances on regular grids, point clouds or triangle meshes. This algorithm can be applied whenever basic derivatives known from vector calculus are available: gradient, divergence and Laplace operator. The method has three main steps:
1. Integrating the heat flowu = ∆u for time t.
Evaluating the vector field
Every step is dependent on few differential operators and several input parameters that can be changed by the user. Available options are: -input mesh (.obj format), -text file with source vertices indices (single source points were used in this paper), -output mesh (extra option to visualize isolines), -text file with reference distance values, -boundary condition [0 − 1], where 0 yields pureNeumann conditions and 1 yields pure-Dirichlet conditions (according to authors on surfaces without boundaries selecting 0 is optimal), -parameter t -time step (always positive) Equation 1 shows value of t proposed by authors, which was based on mean spacing between vertices (nodes).
e -edge length N -number of edges Impact of the parameter t on the distance calculations accuracy was pointed out as one of the further exploration possibilities. Heat method relies on time step t and such analysis could provide a different value which leads to better approximations. Moreover, because of its short calculation time, Heat Method can be used in a real-time system eg. rendering or pathfinding in computer games as well as modern solution for photorealistic computer graphics such as streamed photon mapping [17] or physically based area lightning [18] . This gives a wide range of applications of this method.
MMP
MMP method algorithm calculates the shortest path between the source point and the target point on the polygonal surface. The distance is measured using Euclidean metric and the path is on the surface. Time complexity of the algorithm is O(n 2 logn) while requiring O(n 2 ) space, where n is number of surface edges. After initial mesh processing, the distance from source point to any other point can be calculated using standard techniques in O(nlogn). The actual shortest path can be returned in O(k+logn), where k is the number of polygons passed-through by the path. This method also generalizes the case of many source points in order to build a Voronoi diagram on a three-dimensional surface [10] . The algorithm parameters are:
where n is number of mesh vertices, -destination vertex index (when it is not defined, algorithm calculates distances to every possible point)
MMP method was used in our research to calculate exact distances from the source point to all other possible points. Results created in this way became reference data and were used to calculate distance errors values in modified Heat Method.
Methodology
The aim of the performed research was to analyse impact of parameter t on the accuracy of calculated distance on surfaces with variable node spacing. Such analysis will allow to propose a new value of t which could lead to less error-prone results.
Two tests were conducted. The goal of each of them was finding the formula for calculating the value of time step t that minimized the geodesic distance approximation error in Heat Method:
-the best value of parameter t for mean approximation error -the best value of parameter t for median approximation error
Approximation error was calculated as a difference between precise distance values calculated using MMP method and values calculated using the Heat Method with particular parameter t value. Mean approximation error represents the mean value of approximation error for all the vertices in particular mesh¹. By analogy, median approximation error for specific mesh is calculated².
To achieve the goal we had to develop a process which divided tasks into smaller parts. Consequently each test had two sessions. In the first one we wanted to obtain a new formula for the parameter t (best or maximum one). Second session focused on new formula verification. All steps were as follows: -First session:
1. Find the lowest error (mean or median) and corresponding value of t for each mesh from basic set. 2. Create correlation table of t value with mesh properties. 3. Choose the most significant correlation. 4. Develop a formula for calculating the parameter t value based on mesh properties values and their correlation with the parameter t values.
-Second session:
1. Verify the newly created formula on basic set and verification set.
1 Mean approximation error will be called mean error later in the article for short 2 Median approximation error will be called median error later in the article for short 2. Analyse the results.
For each session we prepared a set of threedimensional meshes: basic set and verification set. Models in both sets will be triangle meshes. Basic set is a special collection with 5 meshes of one 3D model. In order to reduce the number of external factors that might affect results, we focused only on edge length diversity. Verification set is a collection of models with various shapes and mesh topology so it was possible to check the solution in many different cases.
It is worth mentioning that during our research two additional tests were conducted to find a maximum parameter t value for both: mean and median error. This maximum value was defined as the t value that produces triple value of minimum error (mean or median respectively) on at least half of all mesh vertices. It can be taken as the far right value of the search set. By using it we can be 95% sure that best parameter t value is lower than it. At the same time this value is not too big making the created set not too big. In our research it was calculated to verify if the parameter t value calculated using newly created formula is not only close to best possible value but also not bigger than the maximum value. What is more, such maximum t value can be used as a stop condition for iterative methods that are searching for parameter t value that gives minimum approximation error. Those two additional tests are not described in detail in this paper to focus on the new formula for the best parameter t value. 
Basic set
To properly test the impact of edge length diversity on parameter t the basic set was created. The model that was selected is a well known in computer graphics rabbit -Stanford Bunny. It has 14290 vertices, 42864 edges and 28576 faces.
Meshes from this set have various anisotropy level³ and different edge lengths. Sizes of all tested rabbits were the same -they can be inscribed in sphere with constant diameter. It was assumed that the shape of all meshes should be as close as possible to each other (Figure 2) .
Process of creating each mesh was follows:
-n * 3% of vertices were deleted from each mesh (where n is mesh number) ( Figure 3 ) -Holes were filled with new polygons. -Every newly created polygon was triangulated to keep shape of model similar to the original one.
Sometimes a set of triangles with high anisotropy level were created after triangulation of new polygons. Those cases were properly corrected to not affect shape, shading and attributes of mesh (Figure 4) .
The step of size of 3% vertices from original mesh allowed to remove 12% of vertices from the last (fifth) mesh. A bigger step caused a significant deformation of shapes and according to assumptions all meshes should be as similar as they could be. What is more, from this we managed to achieve a linear increase of mesh anisotropy and standard deviation of the edge length ( Figure 5) .
In order to minimize additional factors that might affect results it was decided that the source point of each mesh from the basic set will be always the most protruding vertex on left side of Y axis ( Figure 6 ). Despite increasing edge length diversity, the number of mesh triangles was getting smaller. We did not take processing time into account, because it should be compared only with the same amount of input data. All the data from the basic set can be found in tables Table 1, Table 2 , Table 3 and Table 4 . We selected those properties to test the problem from original method -impact of edge length diversity on parameter t -in the best possible. Properties considered in this paper were:
-Nv -number of vertices, -Ne -number of edges, -N f -number of faces, -vs -source vertex index, -g -anisotropy level, -e -average edge length, -Var(e) -variance of edge length, -σe -standard deviation of the edge length, -De -median absolute deviation of the edge length, -mine -the shortest edge length, -maxe -the longest edge length, -mine maxe -ratio of shortest to longest edge, -minα -the smallest interior angle of triangle, -maxα -the biggest interior angle of triangle, -Q 1 (e) -first (lower) quartile of edge length, -Q 2 (e) -second quartile (median) of edge length, -Q 3 (e) -third (upper) quartile of edge length, -QDe -quartile deviation (semi-interquartile range) of edge length
Verification set
In order to check the proposed solution in different conditions a verification set consisting 30 models with various shapes were created. Each of the chosen mesh was often used in many papers and analysis of computer graphics algorithms⁴. Mostly they were created by scanning real objects with three-dimensional scanners. Next, from point clouds they were converted to triangle meshes. All of them (as those from the basic set) were the same size -they can be inscribed in sphere with constant diameter (Figure 8 ).
The number of faces of each model significantly differed and ranged from 984 to 400000. Due to this each mesh varied by eg. number of vertices, edges, anisotropy level, the smallest and biggest interior angles of triangles. Some properties of those meshes are presented in table Table 5.
In the verification set, the first vertex from the mesh vertices array was selected as the source point. Thanks to that we introduced random selection of propagation point ( Figure 7) .
Results and analysis
The results and their analysis will be divided into two parts. The aim of each part was analogical to the aim of the tests -the best value of parameter t for mean approximation error -the best value of parameter t for median approximation error
Best value of t for mean error

Minimum error
First, the approximation error values for the following parameter t values were calculated. From them, the mean error was provided for each mesh from basic set. The minimum mean error for a given mesh is the global minimum of the function of this dependence (mean error and t value, Figure 9 ). Parameter t takes only positive values.
The graph of such a function is similar to modulus of logarithmic function. Thanks to that we can be sure that the minimum occurs only once and if the value of t will be greater than it, average error will increase. We have noticed that in the basic set, extremum of a function occurs at small values of parameter t. It is worth mentioning that the minimum mean error of each mesh is getting larger, but the value of t does not converge with it (Table 6 ).
Correlation table -mesh property choosing
As a next step, correlation coefficients between mesh properties and parameter t that is giving the minimum mean error were calculated. For that purpose the Pearson correlation was used. The shortest edge length was not used in correlation table because it is the only property that remains the same for each mesh. The strongest positive correlation was with standard deviation of the edge length -almost 96%. This property was used as the most significant in the developed formula (Table 7) .
Developing formula and verification
Next, a formula to calculate the value of t dependent on standard deviation of the edge length was developed (Eq. 2).
e -edge length N -number of edges e -average edge length
The newly developed formula was tested on the basic and verification sets. Figure 10 shows percentage gain using the proposed value of t based on standard deviation of the edge length. Gain was calculated by dividing two mean approximation error values: one obtained using parameter t value calculated with the new formula (Eq. 2) and the second one obtained using t value from original formula (Eq. 1). We choose a 95% confidence interval. For 21 models we can be 95% certain that we got a lower mean error then the original formula used in [4] . Original value of t provided lower mean error for 10 models. Only for 4 cases we cannot be sure which solution is better. Figure 11 shows how best, original and calculated using the new formula parameters t are shaped. For 16 models Table 7 : Pearson correlation coeflcients between mesh properties and parameter t that is giving the minimum mean error. ρ(t min η ) -correlation with parameter t that is giving the minimum mean error; t min η -parameter t that is giving the minimum mean error; σe -standard deviation of the edge length; Var(e) -variance of edge length; maxe -the longest edge length; g -anisotropy level; e -average edge length; De -median absolute deviation of the edge length; Q 2 (e) -second quartile (median) of edge length; Q 1 (e) -first (lower) quartile of edge length; Q 3 (e) -third (upper) quartile of edge length; QDe -quartile deviation (semi-interquartile range) of edge length; maxα -the biggest interior angle of triangle; minα -the smallest interior angle of triangle; the value of best parameter t was between the original and proposed one, for 10 models it was smaller than both of them and for 9 it was larger. Extra attempt was made to adapt formula for these cases. We developed a second formula based on the average of standard deviation and average edge length (Eq. 3).
Analysis
where:
e -edge length N -number of edges e -average edge length σe -standard deviation of the edge length By using the improved formula (Eq. 3) we managed to get better results than with the first one (Eq. 2). In fact, we still can be 95% certain that we got lower mean errors for 21 models (in most cases gain value is higher than 20%), but this time original value of t is better in only 4 cases. For 10 models we cannot be sure which solution is better ( Figure  12 ).
Best value of t for median error
Minimum error
For each mesh from basic set the minimum median error and corresponding value of t were found. Median errors Figure 10 : Percentage gain within the meaning of mean approximation error of using parameter t calculated based on standard deviation of the edge length. For 10 models it allows to obtain lower mean errors. Gain was calculated by dividing two mean approximation error values: one obtained using parameter t value calculated with the new formula (Eq. 2) and the second one obtained using t value from original formula (Eq. 1). 95% confidence interval values are also presented Percentage gain within the meaning of mean approximation error of using parameter t calculated based on average of standard deviation and average edge length. Only for 4 models original value of t allows to obtain lower mean errors. Gain was calculated by dividing two mean approximation error values: one obtained using parameter t value calculated with the new formula (Eq. 3) and the second one obtained using t value from original formula (Eq. 1). 95% confidence interval values are also presented are smaller than mean errors but similarly parameters t do not converge with them. It is worth to notice that minimum median error for 4.obj is smaller than for 3.obj (Table 8 ). 
Correlation table -mesh property choosing
Eight of the mesh properties strongly correlate with parameter t that is giving the minimum median error (over 80% -positive correlation). It is worth mentioning that the order of properties is almost the same as for mean error -only maxe switched position with Var(e). Standard deviation of the edge length was selected as most significant one -96% positive correlation (Table 9 ). 
Formula developing and verification
With usage of linear regression we developed a formula to calculate the value of t dependent on standard deviation of the edge length (Eq. 4). The proposed equation could be simplified (by omitting the constant) but it stayed unchanged during tests. The newly developed formula was tested on the basic and verification sets. Figure 13 shows the percentage gain using proposed value of t based on standard deviation of the edge length. Gain was calculated by dividing two median approximation error values: one obtained using parameter t value calculated with the new formula (Eq. 4) and the second one obtained using t value from original formula (Eq. 1). We choose 95% confidence interval. For 19 models we can be 95% certain that we got lower a median error then the original formula used in [4] . The original value of t provided lower median errors for 11 models. Only for 5 cases we cannot be sure which solution is better. Figure 13 : Percentage gain within the meaning of median approximation error from using parameter t based on standard deviation of the edge length. For 11 models it allows to obtain lower median errors. Gain was calculated by dividing two mean approximation error values: one obtained using parameter t value calculated with the new formula (Eq. 4) and the second one obtained using t value from original formula (Eq. 1). 95% confidence interval values are also presented
Analysis
Graphs of best, original and proposed parameters t were similar for median error ( Figure 14 ) and mean error (Figure 11) . We decided to check if the solution applied for finding formula for parameter t that is giving minimum mean error could be used here. For 13 models the value of best parameter t was between the original and proposed one, for 12 models it was smaller than both and for 10 it was larger. Theoretically adjusting the formula should be profitable (Eq. 5). By using the improved version of the formula (Eq. 5) we managed to get better results than with the previous one (Eq. 4). This time we can be 95% certain that we got lower median errors for 18 models (one less than results with usage of Eq. 4, in most cases gain value is higher than 30%). This time the original value of t is better in only 6 cases. For 11 models we cannot be sure which solution is better ( Figure 15 ).
Conclusion
The aim of our research was to analyse and modify a method which used heat maps for calculating distances on three-dimensional surfaces. Heat Method algorithm was modified by using a new formula for calculating the value of parameter t. During this work, over a dozen mesh properties related to variable node spacing were analysed in correlation with parameter t. In result, two new formulas for calculating parameter t based on the average of standard deviation and average edge length for a particular mesh were proposed. Then, tests were conducted to verify the proposed solution with various meshes. Results have shown that both new formulas proposed in this article provide better or similar results for mean and median approximation errors than original one in most cases (gain Figure 15: Percentage gain within the meaning of median approximation error of using parameter t based on average of standard deviation and average edge length. Only for 6 models original value of t allows to obtain lower median errors. Gain was calculated by dividing two mean approximation error values: one obtained using parameter t value calculated with the new formula (Eq. 5) and the second one obtained using t value from original formula (Eq. 1). 95% confidence interval values are also presented.
value usually bigger than 20-30%). Thanks to that, we can use a fast algorithm for calculating geodesic distance with higher accuracy than before. Also, the verification set proposed in this paper can be used for future research in the area of geodesic distance calculation.
